

























I  looked  at  her  as  she  looked  at  me:
We looked  and  stood  a  moment ,
Between  Life  and  Dream.
We  never  met   since:
Yet  oft I stand
In  the  primrose  path
Where  Life  meets  Dream.
Oh  that  Life  could
Melt  into Dream,
Instead  of  Dream
Is  constantly
Chased  away  by  life?
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Lady,by yonder blessed moon I swear, 
That tips with silver all these fruit―tree 
tops.



































Soseki “Ten night dream”, - Thing - to suggest of “the fi rst night”
<Abstract>
 What will a dream?  A new trial of Soseki for the story form called "the dream praying to Buddha for 
ten days and nights" is indicated with technique called the dream here.  This work was able to complete 
the world of the fantasy of the space wonderfully in time when the stage called <dream> illuminated it 
in a unique stream of consciousness and the interval of the unconscious layer.  And it thinks that I may 
symbolize complexity and the multiplex nature, a mask and an ambiguity of the character which the 
consciousness of the human heart and unconscious dual strucure have.  And what is the world going to 
propose to us?  I intend to discuss a thing to suggest of "the fi rst night".
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